Watershed is a widespread technique for image segmentation. Many researchers apply the method implemented in open source libraries without a deep understanding of its characteristics and limitations. In the review, we describe benchmarking outcomes of six open-source marker-controlled watershed implementations for the segmentation of 2D and 3D images. Even though the considered solutions are based on the same algorithm by flooding having O(n)computational complexity, these implementations have significantly different performance. In addition, building of watershed lines grows processing time. High memory consumption is one more bottleneck for dealing with huge volumetric images. Sometimes, the usage of more optimal software is capable of mitigating the issues with the long processing time and insufficient memory space. We assume parallel processing is capable of overcoming the current limitations. However, the development of concurrent approaches for the watershed segmentation remains a challenging problem.
Introduction
Segmentation of a digital image is the process of its division into a number of disjoint regions, so that pixels of every region have similar visual characteristics. The goal is to simplify or change the representation of an image for its further analysis. This is one of the most important tasks in pattern recognition and classification [1] , visualization [2, 3] , image compression based on objects of interest [4, 5] , etc.
One of most common segmentation algorithms used in processing medical [6, 7] and material science images [8, 9] is a watershed algorithm. It is based on the representation of a grayscale image as a topographic relief, flooded with water, where watersheds are lines dividing areas of the water from different basins [10] . After its first proposal [11, 12] , this approach has developed significantly [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . There are many scientific and industrial investigations that apply open source software for image processing. For instance, ref. [18, 19] mention the watershed algorithm from the Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK) library for brain extraction from magnetic resonance images and analysis of glass foams using X-ray microtomography; ref. [20, 21] mention the algorithm from the OpenCV library for counting of colonies to quantitate bacteria and malaria detection of drawing blood cells; ref. [22, 23] mention the algorithm from the Mahotas library for a deep structured learning method for neuron segmentation from 3D electron microscopy and tracking of surface-labeled cells in time-lapse image sets of living tissues; ref. [24, 25] mention the algorithm from the scikit-image (Skimage) library for pore network extraction from tomographic images and analyzing microtomography data.
Frequently, researchers use functions from open source software without deep understanding of the algorithms' details and limitations. Sometimes, they have no information about alternative solutions. This can lead to worse performance in their investigations, as well as in developed software tools. The aims of our review are theoretical analysis of watershed algorithm implementations in open source software and performing processing time and memory consumption comparative estimations for the functions under analysis.
We searched mathematical morphology libraries that are widely used in practice for watershed segmentation and provide a call interface on the Python programming language and the lesser known alternatives. For this search of the libraries themselves and their documentation, we used Google and GitHub search engines, but also an IEEE Xplore database and the Google Scholar engine for papers that describe the practically used libraries for watershed segmentation, as well as the implementations of their algorithms. As information sources, we used English papers from conferences, journals, books and libraries' documentation that were published from 1970-2018. We checked them for eligibility with the criteria: the libraries are available, not proprietary software and have the Python call interface, as well as data for analysis are available. You can see them in the References of this paper.
We deal with the watershed segmentation algorithms implemented in the following open source software libraries: Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK) [26] , Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) [27] , Mahotas [28] , the Mathematical Morphology Image Library (Mamba) [29] , scikit-image (Skimage) [30] and the Simple Morphological Image Library (SMIL) [31] . There is also a widely-used open source library, ImageJ [32] , which does not provide the Python call interface, but it contains several implementations of watershed segmentation [33] . Furthermore, there is the Pink library [34] , which contains implementations of two watershed algorithms [35, 36] .
Our contributions are the following: providing a list of available software for watershed segmentation; a description of the algorithms in the software and experimental estimation of their performance; analysis of the limitations for processing of huge images. Sometimes, the usage of more optimal software is capable of mitigating the issues with long processing time and insufficient memory space.
This review is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the main approaches of watershed segmentation; Section 3 describes the algorithms currently used in open source software libraries; Section 4 presents the measured dependence of execution time and maximum amount of memory on the sizes of the test images, as well as gives the average execution time per one image element; Section 5 contains the discussion about the current state of affairs in solving the problem of image segmentation by the implementation of the watershed algorithm presented in open source libraries.
Main Approaches of Watershed Segmentation
The watershed segmentation algorithms are based on the representation of an image in the form of a topographic relief, where the value of each image element characterizes its height at this point. These algorithms can process not only 2D images, but also 3D images, so the term element is used in the paper to combine the terms pixel and voxel. For a better outcome, watershed segmentation is often applied to the result of the distance transform of the image rather than to the original one [7, 37] . Thus, the relief consists of low-lying valleys (minimums), high-altitude ridges (watershed lines) and slopes (catchment basins). The concept of plateau (an area with the same height of elements) is also used. The main task in this segmentation method is to determine the location of all catchment basins and/or watershed lines, since in this case, each catchment basin is considered to be a separate segment of the image. In some tasks, we only need to get the segments, but in some, we also need to know the boundaries of each segment. Accordingly, watershed algorithms with and without watershed line construction were proposed. In Figure 1 , we can see the differences in the result of segmentation with and without the watershed line construction, the line that divides the two final segments. There are two main approaches to finding these watersheds: by flooding and by rain falling [35, 38] . 
Watershed by Flooding
This approach was initially proposed by Vincent and Soille [15] . It realizes the following: 'Holes are pierced' in every minimum, and the entire relief begins to be flooded with water. Starting from the minimum of lowest height, the water gradually fills up all catchment basins. Watersheds are built in the places where water from different basins unites. The process ends when the water reaches the maximum peak of the relief, and as a result, every catchment basin gets covered by the watershed lines.
To simulate this process, the algorithms proposed by Beucher and Meyer are used the most often, and the first of them consists of the following steps [35] :
A1 We find the local minima in the image. Each of them is assigned with a unique marker. A2 We simulate a flooding process that uses a priority queue that consists of H queues, where H is the number of possible image element values (for example, H = 256 if the gray level varies from 0-255). When it is filled, the elements of the image with the value of h are pushed into the corresponding queue with the number h.
(a) We fill the priority queue with the elements of image local minima.
(b) We scan the priority queue in sequence from smaller values of h to larger ones. Then, we select the element from the first non-empty queue. If all queues from the priority queue are empty, the algorithm terminates. (c) We remove the selected element from the queue, and its marker propagates on all unmarked neighbors. (d) We place all the neighbors marked in the previous step into the priority queue. Then, we proceed to Step A2.
The result will not contain the watershed lines in this case. If they are required, the second approach is applied [39] : B1 Similar to Step A1. B2 A similar priority queue is used, as described in Step A2. Furthermore, each element of the image needs to be marked additionally, depending on whether it was already placed into this queue or not (an additional marker).
(a) We mark elements, that already have a unique marker, with an additional marker.
(b) Into the priority queue, we add elements that have marked neighbors. We also mark them with an additional marker. (c) Similar to Step A2. (d) We remove the selected element from the queue. If all its marked neighbors were marked with the same marker, we mark the element itself by this marker. If the selected element was a neighbor of elements with different markers, we mark it with a special marker, meaning that it is an element of the watershed. (e) Neighbors of this element that have not been marked with an additional marker yet are placed into the priority queue. Then, we proceed to Step B2c.
Watershed by Rain Falling
Another approach, based on connectivity components and modeling the rain process, was proposed by Bieniek and Moga [38] . The basic idea is that a drop of water after falling onto the surface of the image relief flows down along the slope to the corresponding valley. The path along which the drop drips is called the connectivity component and also is the steepest path between the point of the fall and the valley. All connected components that lead to the same valley form one catchment basin. For images that contain only minimal plateaus, the present algorithm requires only three complete passes of the image. However, since images usually contain non-minimal plateaus, an additional step with one more full pass is required, as well as an additional queue. Thus, the algorithm marks all the catchment basins with only four full passes of the image.
The classical algorithm consists of the following steps:
C1 Pass 1. We mark each element of the image with the location of a lower adjacent element, which has the smallest value (usually realized with pointers). If there are no such elements in the neighborhood, then the current one is marked as an element of the plateau. C2 Elimination of non-minimal plateaus.
(a) Pass 2. We check the neighbors for each element that is marked as a plateau. If among them we find one that is not marked as a plateau and has the same value as the element itself, we push this neighbor into the queue and complete the check of the neighbors for this element. (b) While the queue of neighbors is not empty, we remove the elements from it. We check their neighbors that are marked as a plateau. We mark them with markers pointing to the location of the removed element and push them all into the queue.
C3 Pass 3. We mark the minimum plateau elements with representative values.
(a) First, we mark each element that is marked as a plateau with a marker that points on the element itself. (b) Sequentially, we take the neighbors of the current element, which have already been passed and have the same value.
For the current element and this neighbor, we perform a path compression procedure. It consists of traversing the path using markers as motion pointers, from the given element to that marked with a marker pointing to itself, and then assigning to each marker of the path elements the value of the marker of the finite element on it.
After these procedures, we mark the end elements of these compressed paths with a minimum value from their markers.
C4 Pass 4. We perform the path compression procedure, described in Step C3b, for every image element. We mark elements with finite element markers of the path traversed by the compression procedure. The algorithm terminates.
The result of the given algorithm is the same as when using any traditional algorithm that does not create watershed lines. At the same time, it does not depend on the range of possible values of image elements, uses simple data structures and spends less runtime than algorithms based on flooding simulation [38] .
It is worth noting that a number of works appeared aimed at theoretical and practical development of watershed optimized versions. For instance, a paper [40] extended a graph-based image segmentation framework and proposed a new family of algorithms termed power watersheds; a paper [41] proposed a novel evaluation framework that is used to optimize hierarchies for hierarchical watersheds.
Oversegmentation Problem
When applied to real images, the watershed transformation causes oversegmentation. This happens because in the standard approach, initial markers mark all local minima of the image. Therefore, each of the marked elements, and thus each of the local minima, becomes the center of the catchment basin, but not all of these minima are equally important. For example, some of them are formed due to noise, minor fluctuations in brightness and secondary image structures [37] . An example of oversegmentation is shown in Figure 2 . The solution to this problem is marking only significant parts of the original image and the limitation of the segmentation process in order to grow only one area around each marker. This method is called a marker-controlled watershed. There are two possible approaches: first [7, 35] , transform the image in such a way that regional minima will be located only in selected marker locations (usually done by morphological reconstruction), and then, apply the classical watershed algorithm; and second [42] , execute the post-processing of an oversegmented image that connects each unmarked area with the nearest marked one, according to the accepted distance metric [43] .
Implementations in Software Libraries
As mentioned earlier, in this paper, we overview the implementations used in libraries: ITK, OpenCV, Mahotas, Mamba, Skimage and SMIL. Despite the fact that this paper is aimed at overviewing implementations, an important property of a library is the activity of its development and updating. Therefore, at the moment, we can rank these libraries in the following order by the number of participants (in descending order): OpenCV, Skimage, ITK, Mahotas, SMIL, Mamba. Furthermore, we can rank these libraries by the ratio of the library lifetime to the number of its releases (in descending order): Mamba, SMIL, Mahotas, Skimage, OpenCV, ITK.
It should be noted that in some of the libraries, implementations automatically produce the initial marking of the image, but in this paper, we overview only those ones that allow one to assign it directly. The reason is that we compare the spent resources without the influence of initial marker obtaining step. Moreover, in practice, such implementations are used the most often. Table 1 shows some information on the implementations under review. Despite a number advantages of the watershed algorithm implementations by rain falling over flooding model described in [38] , they also have some significant drawbacks, due to which implementations by flooding are used in the examined program libraries. This is mainly due to non-minimal plateau: the impossibility of splitting them into several parts when using the approach by rain falling, which might better suit the physical nature of rain (for example, a ridge that should be divided in the middle). There is also a problem when marking several neighboring regions with equal height, while the model of flooding avoids these problems [44] .
The ITK, Mahotas, Mamba, Skimage and SMIL libraries contain implementations of the watershed algorithms with the construction of watershed lines and without them, described in [44, 45] . The OpenCV library gives an implementation of the modified algorithm for processing of color images with the watersheds construction, which is described below. The implementations of all libraries, except OpenCV, allow you to work with 3D images in addition to processing 2D images.
In the ITK, Mamba and SMIL libraries, both algorithms are implemented separately (with construction of watershed lines and without), while in Mahotas and Skimage, the implementations are combined into one. In addition, all implementations, except OpenCV, provide the opportunity to select the structural element of image connectivity. The Skimage library also provides an opportunity to build a compact watershed [46] . All implementations at the output produce the segments marking, as well as marking of watershed lines, if required. Some implementations combine markings into one and store them in one final array (ITK, OpenCV, Skimage), and some separate them into two (Mahotas, Mamba, SMIL).
Although these implementations are based on the algorithms with O(n) time complexity relative to the number of image elements, their time costs also strongly depend on the implementation language, applied software optimizations, asymptotic constant factors and other parameters [47] . For example, Luengo Hendriks [48] performed research of various priority queues in terms of performance and image analysis. In this work, the importance of selecting a good priority queue was demonstrated. For instance, execution time for the grey-weighted distance transform of a 3D image with 512 3 elements can be reduced from 40 to 20 min by using hierarchical heap rather than an AVLtree. Then, based on this paper, Barnes et al. [49] showed how the choice of different queues affects the performance of the priority-flood algorithm for digital elevation models and proposed their own optimal modification of the algorithm.
The OpenCV library implements the algorithm proposed by Meyer [50] . It is an extension of the watershed algorithm described in Section 2.1 (with the watershed line construction), for color RGB images segmentation. It introduces the following changes:
•
The maximum difference from all color channels is accepted as a measure of the difference between an element and its neighbors and as a measure of priority in the queue. If there are two elements x and y having the colors (rx, gx, bx) and (ry, gy, by), respectively, the difference is calculated by the following formula:
• The priority queue size is selected according to the maximum possible difference between the color channels.
For natural images, this approach may give a better segmentation result, but if you segment contiguous objects with a similar size, the result may be worse than when using the distance transform. These advantages and disadvantages are due to the fact that the result depends on the color difference of the segmented objects. Furthermore, noise and minor color fluctuations significantly affect it. As an example, in Figure 3 , you can see the segmentation results of such images by the OpenCV and Skimage implementations. Furthermore, this approach allows you to apply a watershed segmentation directly to a color image and get a higher resolution when segmenting color images than using a morphological gradient [51, 52] . However, a better segmentation result could be obtained by using a uniform color metric [53] . 
Comparative Estimation

Test Images
We measured the expended computing resources of segmentation, depending on the image size for a series of 2D images (board, cells, coins, fruits, maze) and the generated 3D image (balls), shown in Figure 4 . These samples contain the following: images of objects with similar sizes, both with a relatively small number of objects (board, coins, balls) and with a relatively large one (cells); a natural image (fruits); and an artificial image with a snake-like structure (maze). We applied the nearest-neighbor method for scaling each image to preserve their morphological relief. With this scaling method, the result of the distance transformation will be scaled in the same way. We chose images of a regular shape, and the dimensions for each axis were calculated by the following formula, where sz i is the image size on each coordinate axis, D is the number of image dimensions and st is the step of image size change.
In this paper, we used the following values: the step of image size change st = 4 × 10 5 elements, N = 40 for D = 2 and D = 3 and the initial image sizes sz 2 0 = 512 2 and sz 3 0 = 64 3 elements. Some of the images were obtained from USC-SIPI [54] (cells), OpenCV tutorial [55] (coins), CAE University of Wisconsin [56] (fruits), and others were generated (board, maze, balls).
Description of Measurement Procedure
We used Python to measure the computational resources of the implementations, since all the examined libraries provide an interface for calling their functions in this language. We used a PC with an Intel Core i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40 GHz × 8 (Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA), 8 GiB of RAM on GNU/Linux 4.17.3 x86-64 OS. The libraries were compiled using GCC 8.1.1 and were started by Python 3.6.4. The source code of testing scripts can be found on GitHub by following the URL: https://github.com/ant-Korn/Comparing_watersheds. However, there is a risk that the physical PC and OS may have different bit-length architectures.
We made measurements without taking into account the steps of generating input data of the algorithms. As the input, we used the result of inversed distance transformation on a binarized image (with the exception of OpenCV case, where we used the image itself) and the initial marking generated on the basis of this distance transform. We also used structural elements with full connectivity: a square one, connecting eight neighboring elements for 2D images, and a cubic one, connecting 26 neighboring elements for 3D, respectively. It should be noted that the implementation of OpenCV supports only the square structural element. All the other parameters of the algorithms were set to standard values. For each library, except OpenCV, we measured the computational resources of implementations for cases without generation of watershed lines (WL) and with them. We performed the measurements multiple times for each case, and then, we calculated the average of all the results to obtain the final value.
Results
The each segmentation result of the initial size images is shown in Figure 5 . On the basis of the experimental data, we plotted the dependence of the execution time on the images size: Figure 6 for images without the construction of WL and Figure 7 with it. According to the presented graphs, we can see that the time complexity of each realized algorithm is really O(n) relative to the number of image elements. We can also see that, in terms of time efficiency, the OpenCV and Mamba implementations stand out against the background of other libraries. The first one showed the best results in segmenting 2D images with construction of watershed lines, and the second one in all other cases when the first one was not applicable. For numerical comparison, we calculated the average time for processing one element by each implementation. Therefore, in Table 2 , we present these values, calculated on the basis of all considered image sizes, for realizations without the construction of watershed lines, and in Table 3 , respectively, with them. From these experimental data, it follows that processing with the construction of watershed lines always requires more time than without it. Thus, we can conclude that in cases where the construction of watershed lines is not required, it is preferable to use appropriate implementations. Furthermore, we can see the dependence of the execution time on the number of initial markers and the sizes of the resulting segments areas. In the case of using the not most optimized implementation, the processing can require much more time: for 2D images, on average, ∼1.8-4.5-times more for the case without WL and ∼2.4-42-times more for the case with WL, for 3D ∼1.5-3.9 times more and ∼1.2-41-times more, respectively, depending on the selected library.
In addition, we measured the peak memory volume used by each implementation. The corresponding graphs are presented in Figure 8 for images without the construction of WL and Figure 9 with the construction. We can see from these graphs that the implementations of all libraries, with the exception of Skimage, Mahotas for the 2D case and Skimage for the 3D case, use a similar peak memory volume in both cases. Therefore, most of the implementations showed similar results with a difference of 2% for the 2D case and 7% for 3D. The only exception is the implementations that had larger peak memory consumption on average: Mahotas by 9% and Skimage by 18% for the 2D case; Skimage by 16% without construction of WL and 27% with construction of WL for the 3D case.
When using other hardware, the result may be different, but the ratio of the results in most cases should be preserved. If newer versions of the libraries are used, the result values may increase or decrease depending on the applied software optimizations or errors. Furthermore, more optimized implementations can possibly be found in other libraries that do not support the Python call interface or are proprietary software. 
Discussion
In this paper, we have overviewed and measured the expended computational resources of the watershed segmentation algorithms that are implemented in some open source libraries. Despite the fact that most of them implement the same algorithms with O(n) time complexity relative to the number of image elements, empirical testing shows a large difference in execution time, since it also depends on many other factors, such as implementation language, applied software optimizations, etc. Furthermore, most libraries showed similar results in the peak memory consumption. We identified two libraries that showed the best results in our tests. Thus, for the best performance of the watershed segmentation, one should try different implementations from modern versions of libraries and choose the one that consumes the least computing resources, despite the fact that most of them contain implementations of the same algorithms. With this testing, one can already achieve a significant increase in performance.
Frequently, computational power and available memory can be bottlenecks for processing of huge images, which is especially true for the 3D case [7, 8, 57] . A good example is provided by X-ray microtomography images of sizes 1024 × 1024 × 1000, 2048 × 2048 × 1000 and 4000 × 4000 × 2000 that are used for the analysis of mineral particles [58] [59] [60] . In a natural way, dealing with such huge 3D images requires rather large computational resources. For example, since the computational complexity is linear, 1.4 h and 2 TiB would be spent on the segmentation of the presented 3D image with a size of 4000 × 4000 × 2000 (by the Mamba implementation without WL construction on the presented hardware). For this reason, there have been many proposals for the parallelization of the watershed algorithm [43, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] , but a significant result was difficult to achieve because of its sequential nature [69] . For some problems, when memory becomes a crucial issue, the only appropriate solution is splitting of the initial image into smaller parts, segmenting of these parts in parallel and following the merging of results. Even in this case, the performance of the segmentation algorithm implementation plays a significant role, since each part of the image must be processed with minimal computational resources. 
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